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ABSTRACT

Under the conditions of so far performed quasi-steady tokanak experiments

near the density limit, the plasaa pressure gradient in the outer layers of

the plasaa body becomes nainly detemined by the plasma-neutral gas balance.

An earlier analysis of ballooning instabilities driven by this gradient in

regions of "bad" curvature has been extended to deduce an explicit stability

criterion which determines the density limit. This criterion is closely related

to the empirical Murakami limit. At relevant tokaaak data, the deduced limit

becomes proportional to J /K where J is the average current density and

E the major plasma radius. It is further found to be independent of the toroidal

magnetic field strength and anomalous transport, ås well as to be a slow

function of the outer layer temperature and the mass number. The deduced stability

criterion i* consistent with so far performed experiments.

Provided that the present analysis can be extrapolated to a wider range

of parameter data and be combined with Alcator scaling, conditions near ignition

appear to become realisable in small tokamaks by ohmic heating alone. These

conditions can be satisfied at relevant magnetic field strengths and plasma

currents, by imposing a high plasms current density.



1. Introduction

During recent years a considerable aaount of data has been collected on

tokaaaks of various sise (see e.g. Kefs. /I-227). Aaong these data there is a

well established limit to the plasm density as found in experiments, but no

real understanding exists so far of the underlying physics Qfi-ltj].

In an earlier analysis Q$J the density and pressure gradients in the

boundary region of a magnetically confined plasaa were found to becoae enhanced

at increasing ion densities, as determined by the plasaa-neutral gas balance. In

its torn, this was found to generate a ballooning instability in the region

of "bad" curvature in tokaaaks when reaching a certain density lisa t and a

corresponding critical beta value $57. The present paper foras an extension of

the earlier analysis» by including aore detailed investigations on the plasaa

balance and neutral gas penetration process. This results in an explicit

relation between the density limit and other relevant plasaa parameter!, thus

being closely related to the empirical Murakami limit



2. Experimental Background

Among the experimental results on tokamaks, the following become relevant

to this analysis:

(i) In most cases of high average electron density IT, the plasma density

distribution n(r) in the outer layers of the plasma body is observed to

decrease nearly linearly with the distance r from the magnetic axis

(compare Refs. $.6,7,9-12,14,15,187).

(ii) In most cases of high n, the temperature profile T(r) has a "Gaussian-like"

tail in these outer layers (compare Refs. £4-7,9,11,13-15/). In particular,
2 2the electron temperature is approximated by T (r) s T exp(-r /a_) with

*y *) £ CO x

a_ • 1.5(q /q )a in ALCATOR-C fj.5J, where r * a is the minor radius and

(<I ><1A) denote the q-values at the axis r » 0 and at the limiter r •» a.

(iii)The plasma heat balance is affected by impurity radiation, ionization and

charge-exchange losses, especially in the outer layers of the plasma

£,7,12,13?.

(iv) Auxiliary beam or high-frequency heating is reported to raise the plasma

temperature T at the magnetic axis, at the same time as the temperature

and density gradients dT/dr and dp/dr in the outer layers remain

essentially unchanged /6,7,9,1^,16-18,2^7.

15 ~3(v) Local neutral densities of the order of 10 m have been measured in

FT

(vi) In practically all cases, the tr.ergy confinement time becomes much shorter

than the discharge time jlj •
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3. Quasi-Steady Plasma Equilibrium

A quasi-steady plasma equilibrium state is considered here which corresponds

to the flat part of the tokamak current pulse. This assumption is justified when

the relaxation times, such as the i lergy confinement -.ime, are short compared

to the discharge time. The equilibrium is dissipative, in the sense that it

includes transport phenomena by diffusion and heat conduction which affect and

adjust the equilibrium density and temperature profiles of the plasma and the

iranersed neutral gas. In this sense the equilibrium differs essentially front that

of a dissipation-free magnetically confined plasma for which a large class of

different density and temperature profiles can be distributed over the set of

closed nested magnetic surfaces.

3.1. Assumptions and Approxi.natio

The present analysis is developed in terms of the model outlined by Fig.l

5n which the toroidal p"!asm.-i coluim is replaced by straight cylinder geometry

where r is the distance from the magnetic axis and r =» a represents the minor

(limiter) radius. The assumptions and approximations are as follows:

(i) The average beta value is comparatively low, i.e. of the order of a few

percent. In a i.rame (r,ip,z) with z along the axis of the cylinder, the

magnetic field B = (0,B ,R ) has a strong axial component B and a

relatively weak component B generated by an axial current density j .

(ii) The plasma is in a quasi-steady state where a constant axial electrical

field E is being imposed.

(iii)The macroscopic fluid velocities v and y. cf the plasma and the immersed

neutral gas are small, and non-linear effects of these velocities can be

neglected.

(iv) The temperatures T.,T ,T of ions, electrons and neutrals are nearly

equal; we put T. s T s T ST. Only the fast neutral gas component £26/
1 C Ti

is taken into account in the balance equations. Slow neutrals will not

change the es.sent.ial features of the results to be deduced in this paper.
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(v) The temperature T exceeds at least 2 x 10 K in the outer layers close

to the limiter. This implies that the ionization rate K « <öf v > given

by the ionization cross section o* for electron-neutral impacts at the
1 en ^
electron velocity w has reached its "saturation" value € a C within
the entire volume of the outer plasma layers. For hydrogen K a 3x10 m /s.

(vi) The rate £. • <o. w. > of ion-neutral impacts is partly due to
in in in v 5 6

charge-exchange. At temperatures in the range 2 x 10 < T < 10 K of the

outer plasma layers this rate becomes €. 5 4 * 10 m /s.

3/2
(vii)The resistivity is written as H • k_/T where k "0 k with

n n H TIC
6 • 1 in the case of classical transport. Anomalous transport can be

simulated by choosing 6 > 1. In the magnetic field direction

k. » k B 65.3 (AnA), and in the direction across a strong magnetic field

V 1 2 9 (ÄnA)-
(viii)Nacroscopic fluid theory is used to describe the behaviour of both plasma

and neutral gas. Concerning the neutral gas, a fluid treatment is only

expected to give a first crude approximation of the essential physical

features of the present system. In a refined analysis, a kinetic approach

has to be made (compare Ref. {2]J).

3.2. Basic Equations

In a frame (r,ip,z) the basic equations of the particle and momentum balance

now reduce to

IF (rnv) " " V " " I? (rnnVn) (1)

r - d/en)(j(pBz - j ^ ) - (l/2en>g (3)

"vBz
 + <-kn/2B2)Bz £- (4)



T1j7. * \ * " \ - (3nkn/2B2)Bsjj g (5)

dp
~— E ram» t (v - v >
cr n n r.

where n,n denote the particle densities, p = 2nkT, p = n kT the pressures

and v = (v,0,0), v = (v $,0) the fluid velocities of the plasma and the neutral.

gas, 5 • (0,j ,j ) is the current density, £. = (E ,0,E ) is the electric field,
i p z 2 2 2 2 r z

m stands for the ion mass, B = B + B = B , and £ * K * %• ' The l a s t

terms in Eqs. (4) and (5) represent the Nernst effect. The ambipolar electric

field E can be determined from Eq. (3), in terms of other quantities. A small

amount of impurities will not have noticeable effects on the particle and

momentum balance.

Concerning the he3t balance, no detailed analysis will be made here. Only

the following points should be observed:

(i) The plasma heat balance is strongly influenced even by small amounts of

impurities. This effect is mostly pronounced in the outer plasma layers of

tokamaks {5,7,12,13/. As a consequence of this, and of the presence of

neutral gas near the limiter, the temperature is expected to be comparatively

low in these layers, and to have a flat tail for which T s T, , as outlined

in Fig 1 and supported by seve al experiments [h 7,9,11,13-157.

(ii) Auxiliary heating is assumed to leave the density and temperature profiles

in the outer layers essentially unchanged (compare Section 2, point (iv)).

3.3. The Pressure Balance

Combination of the firrc and last members of Eq. (1) yields

nv + r. v «=• const./r - 0 (-i\

because n,n ,v,v_ have to bi: finite at the axis r * 0 of Fig.l. From

Eqs- O),(2). (A) ,(b) and (7) we then obtain



dp/dr = Pp

f = - ' 11 (9)
p -2 '43

p' = 3nk(B2/2B2)(dT/dr) (10)
W Z

2
p' = - B (V/TI) - m£ (n + n )nv =
F z n n

-il - fs /nmfn^n i- n j'l.Kdp /dr) (U)

Consequexitly, the pressure gradient dp/dr is balanced by three contributions.

The first part p' is due to the pinch effect of the axial current j . The
P z

second part p' originates from the Sernst effect according to which a

temperature gradient dT/dr and the temperature-dependent electron-ion momentum

transfer result in a net Covce on ions in the ^-direction. Finally, the

third part p' is due to the plasrua-ne.utral gas bjilance. It is later shown to

become the essential contribution to the pressure gradient in the; outer pl3snw

layers. The part pj is due to neutirs1 ga;- sMeaming into the plasma and becoming

ionized and heat<i«.i, to coinpeiisiite for Ow f 1 .i-vitta. loss which is caused by the

particle outflux nv. The. plasma presaure ;:hus being "pumped" up by the

ionization ratt is balanced essentially by the strong field component B and

the azimuthal currer.t density j t.f Kq. (2), but there, is also a small

frictional force involved, as giver» by the last term of Eq. (2).



3.4. Neutral Gas Penetration into a Plasma of Inhotoogeneous Density

The neutral gas penetration into a plasma of inhomogeneous temperature and

density profiles has earlier been treated by Tendler and Ågren f\T) in terms

of kinetic theory. Here we shall us i a simplified fluid approach to estimate

the penetration depth L of fa3t neutrals.

For this purpose the variable x • r-a is introduced in Fig.l, and the

analysis is restricted to the outer layers where {x|<< a. We further adopt the

approximation n « n within the entire plasma volume, with the exception of

a very narrow region in the immediate neighbourhood of the limiter. This is

later shown to be a good approximation for tokrmaks. The plasma and neutral gas

temperatures are assumed to have a nearly constant value T, in the outer

layers. Finally, a plasma density profile

n(r) « no[l-(r/a) j (12)

is adopted which has the form

n(x) s n<j(-
<>x/a)Ct Z-. - c^ (13)

for jx j << a.

Under t h e s e c o r u l i r i e n - s , PAJS. ( 1 ) , ( 6 ) /md ( ? ) c o m b i n e Lc

on

dx o *n b

where F » nv. liius,

d2n
n a

dn
n , .- ,.

'./"" l o *' ' •* .<! i"é, i i

r. b n



which has the solution

n (x) = n expl- (x'l.n na v •- n (17)

[(1
;l/(l.+a)

(18)

where n * n (x=0). In the outer layers the case a » 1 and dn/dx s const,
na n

corresponds tc most experimental observations and is of main interest here. Then

c • 2n /a " An/a where t» is the average electron density, and
o o

na (19)

(kTb/4Am (20)

where A is the trass numbei und *.\ t:he procoi: raass.

Sin-jf c, and K vp.ry rather slowly wi.r.h temperature in the present case

of a compara* ivf-1 v i>o: boundsry r.s}\i.oi\, It is se?.n from Eq. (20) that the

penetratioi dppth L becomtf a vt.y slow function c" the temperature T, ,

as well as of the mass number A. The prssent expression (20) differs from

the penetration dtvth earlier derived [26J for a plasma cf constant density n.

or. account ci t'pc df'.'.r/iry ar.jdi'.-nt given by Fq. (13).

The r«e.ulr {20) us f.inaHy corrin̂ vac! to rxpi.riroents bj< defining the ratio

n(t - a-L ;/f)
I!

(21)

between the measured density n(c " a-L } at the point r *= a-L calculated from

Eq. (20), and the measured average density n*. In nost cases of high average

density $-7,£,11,12,U,15,lg7 the ratio 0 is found to be about equal to or

somewhat less than unity, i.e. 0.5 < 6 < 1.3. Thit hae two important

consequences:
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(i) The neutral gas penetrates into a substantial fraction of the plasma body,

even at the highest recorded densities 5 of tokamaks.

(ii) At varying minor radii a and densities n, the value 8 is almost

constant and of order unity. Thi6 makes it likely that the processes which

establish a quasi-steady density profile in the outer plasma layers are

mainly governed by plasma-neutral gas interaction.

3.5. Density Relations between Plasma and Neutral Gas

Returning to the pressure gradient (8) in the outer plasma layers, we

restrict ourselves to a situation where the contribution pi becomes much larger

than the contributions p' and y'. The conditions for which this is true

will be discussed later in this context. We further define the characteristic

density (see also Ref. £267)

(22)

and the normalized densities N •» n/n_ and N » n /nn. With these assumptions
t? n n 15

Eqs. (8) and (6) combine to

dp/dn = 2(ndT + Tdn)/(n dT + Tdn ) -
fl n n

( 2 3 )

In the present model of the outer layers |ndT| « |Tdn| and |n dTJ «|Tdn I.

Further, for tokamaks in which n does not exceed- the classical resistivity by

several orders of magnitude, the range of parameter data of interest yields

N « 1 and N « 1. Consequently, Eq. (23) can be integrated to

V x > •2["J-«3W]/3nJ; nna»2n^/3n2 ( 2 4 )

where nnfl is the neutral density near the limiter and n. is the plasma
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density at the "boundery" inside of which neutral gas interaction becomes

negligible (compare Fig.l).

In combination with Section 3.4, these results have the following

consequences:

(i) The plasma density r< becomes comparable to the density n at the point

r • a-L . In its turn, the latter density becomes comparable to 5 when

8 of Eq. (21) is of order unity. Consequently we write

cbn

where c, is a profile factor of order unity.

(ii) For N << 1 and X << 1 the neutral vail ,density is determined by

n /n, - 2N^73 « 1. Thic iraplie.s tbatf within the entire plasma body,na D o
the neutral density becomes uuch lower than that of electrons and ions. An

example relevant to the outer layers of tokamaks is given by B = 3 tesla,
?o -^ s

n.£ n « 2 * 10 m , L • 5 » 10 K, A * 1, r\ - n and c. » 1.3.
-ft *" 1A —1

This yields a neutral density n ' 3 x 10 n « 6 * 10 to being of
nä

the same order as those observed m some experiments.

A neutral density n of the magnitude estimated under (ii) above may
rid

seen to be unimportant. Nevertheless it will later be shown that the corresponding

p'aama-neutral gas balance h-is a decisive influence OP the plasma density and

pressure profiles and, as a consequence, on plasma stability. Even at the low
14 -3

density n « 6 * 10 ro of the »sxample just given, the lonizat ion time

becomes T * 1/n ? 2 60 us in the outer layers, thus being comparable to or

considerably shorter than the discharge time in corresponding experiments.

If H > H the density n becomes increased and T is shortened.
c J na £

3• 6• The Contribiitions to the Pressure Gradient

The approximations adopted in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 now have to be juetified

by a comparison between the three contribution* tc the pressure gradient of

Eq. (8).
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3.6.2. The Contributj.oii_fromPlasma—Keu^ral^gas_Interaction.

Starting with the contribution p' from plasma-neutral gas interaction, the

last member of Eq. (11) is combined with expressions (19), (13), (22) and (24)

for a * 1. Thi? result becomes

- r > ' = (26)

In the stability analysis to be undertaken later in this paper, we are looking

for the maximum of -p' in the outer plasma layers. According to Eq. (26) the

•naximura should appear at a point close to the limiter x ~ 0. However, there

are reasons for the point of this maximum to be chosen somewhat further inside

the plasma. First, the fluid theory becomes a poor approximation especially

in the immediate neighbourhood of the limiter where n •*• 0 and v •*• °° at finite

values of nv, and where the nean free path of neutral-ion impacts tends to

infinity. Second, the measured profiles of n(r) and T(r) described in

Sections 2 and :>.'» are such ss to result in a maxiraum gradient of n »T in the

neighbourhood of the p<~int r - a- L .

Consequentiy. when looking tor trie maximum contribution pi to the pressure

gradient, and for the corresponding driving fcorce of instability» in the outer'

layers, the value

(27)

;jt r T- a-i, can be uted iv a first approxinisfioii. In Eq. (27) the plasma

density ?u r * a-L. is defined ae n(r -• a-I^) •' 9 n according to Eq. (21),

and c, it; given by Kq. (23).

3.6.2. The_Contr ibut ion_£rom^t.he_Pinch_Ef f ec t

Combination of Eqs. (A) and (">) yields

n(j C + i B )

Situ't- i.i,,Bzi V | j (pB ( p : f.n tokamak e x p e r i m e n t s , we- h a v e \ z « E z / n w i t h good

api>rox imat - ion . Witn R^ =» l u n s t . and c >•• r / a , t h e r n r r e n t d<-usicy p r o f i l e
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then becomes

j2(p> * JO(T/To)3/2 = jof(p) (29)

Introducing the average current density

Jz - 2jjpfdp (30)
o

the contribution (9) from the pinch effect becomes

^2 p r -->
- p 1 = (\i j a£ /UQ)jpfd£./ [A>fdpJ *" (31)

In the outer plasma layers, at r - a-L , e.tprsssion (31) reduces to

( y V3/2/4;Pfdp
 (32)

Coniination of Eqs. (32) and (27) finally yields

( 3 3 )

For sufficiently high densities n thiB ratio exceeds unity. As an example

we choose c. - 1.3, 6 - 0.7, c
3/9 - 3.1, A - 1, T. - 106 K,

7 — h "> o n -. _- D
T - 2 * 10 K, j - 10 A/m , a * 0.2 ra, n « 10 a J and a Gaussian-like

2 1
temperature profile with a_ * a/2, T/T '̂  exp(-4p ) and / pfdp a 1/12. Then

V 62
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With relevant tokamak data near the observed density limit it is thus seen

that the plasma-neutral gas contribution to the plasma pressure gradient in the

outer layers dominates over the contribution from the pinch effect.

3.6.3. The CoRtribution_from_the_Nernst_Effect

The contribution (10) from the Nernst effect in the outer plasma layers

can be written as

36nfikTb/2LT

where L = -T/(dT/dx) at x = -L , Then Eqs. (34) and (27) combine to

< 3 5 )

For sufficiently high densities n also this ratio exceeds unity. The relatively

large values of L_ due to the flat temperature profile in the outer layers

strengthen such a tendency. With the data already adopted in Section 3.6.2 as

an illustration, and with L_ > a, we obtain p'./pj- > 7.3.
T ^ tjo Nr 1»

In the outer plasma layers the plasma-neutral gas contiibution should

therefore also dominate over that of the Nernst effect, when approaching values

of n" near the observed density limit
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4. Ballooning Instability in Outer Layers

Turning new to the problem of ballooning instability in the outer plasma

layers, the relatively high plasma temperature and low neutral gas concentration

in tokatDak make the coll is ion leas node particularly important. Thus, the

collision processes can be neglected when looking into the rapid dynamics of

unstable plasma perturbations, whereas the same processes become essential

to the establishment of the slow quasi-steady equilibrium state which determines

the driving forces of the instabilities.

4.1. Colli8ionless Ballooning Mode

In a magnetically confined plasma the driving force per unit volume which

gives rise to the collisionlees ballooning mode has the magnitude (Jpj = L .

In an equivalent g-driven raot'el the corresponding gravitation field becomes

kT/mR, where R is the radius of curvature cf the magnetic field lines, and a

density gradient is adopted which has the characteristic length L, » n/[Vn|.

A comparison between the pressure-driven and g-drivcn cases then shows that

L, has to be replaced by ]. /2 (compare Rel. [2%]).

A localized analysis on collisionless ballooning modes has earlier been

performed for disturbances of the form expj_i(k x + k y + k z + tot)j in a plasma

confined by a magnetic field J} - (0.0,B ) in the frame (x,y,z), having a

density gradient in the y~direction, a-id being subject to an equivalent

g-foree J2~J: With L- « 2r/V. -- °TTB /u I as the "ength of the field lines
z z * o z

of "bad" curvature, the derived stability condition becomes

(36)

when making the substitution I.- *> L /2. Introducing the safety factor

q » B a/B R &t the ii.tn^er r * a, the' earlier analysis also resulted in a

critical beta value for which condition (36) ZKI be written in the equivalent

form

B - 2v p/H" •' B - ii], /Fq' (37)

(36) and (
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becomes a few percent, thus being largely in agreement with experiments. A number

of detailed investigations of the beta limit have later been made in terms of

an aUvanceo anslysus (see e.g. Ref. ^29/). These investigations lead to a more

accurate determination of the numerical factors in the stability criterion, but

they dc not alter the essential physical picture.

Finally, it has been pointed out by Furth Q.%] that a rigorous

ideal-MHD stability analysis, based on computer modeling, takes into account TBDCH

dangerous interchange modes and arrives at beta limits that are typically

somewhat more severe than that given by expression (37). In the present analysis

we use conditions (36) and (37) in a first approach to the stability of the outer

plasma layers.

4.2. Pressure-Driven Mode due to the Plasma-Neutral Gas Balance

The plasma-neutral gas balance has an indirect but important influence on

the ballooning instability, by determining the equilibrium pressure gradient of

condition (36) in the outer plasma layers. With the results of Section 3.6,

condition (36) thus combines with Eq, (27) to the stability criterion

"n < n » C i
c nJz

c
n

This leads to a critical upper limit n of the average plasma density, being

a very slow function of the outer layer temperature T, and mass number A,

becoming moderately sensitive to the plasma profile shapes through 6 and C. , and

being independent oi' the toroidal riagnetic field strength B and the effective
z

resisitvity H . The latter includes equivalent anomalous transport phenomena

with respect to the tr.msve•:st magnetic field direction, as being simulated

by the coefficient 9 . These features apply as long as the general tokamak

conditions of Section 3.1 hold true.

The obtained result also becomes largely independent of auxiliary heating

when such heating mainly leads to a peaking of the temperature in the plasma

core, without having any essential effects on the outer plasma layers (see

also Section 2, point (iv)). In cases where there is also a peaking of the
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density distribution in the core, a corresponding moderately large increase in

n, l/tv» C a°^ n also occurs.

Apart from the rather slow dependence on R, the stability condition (38)

is seen to oe equivalent to the earlier observed (empirical) Murakami

limit £22,237.

We finally observe that insertion of n » n from relation (38) into
c

eq. (33) yields

(40)

This reconfirras the conclusion that ; p' I>>;p' ' in the boundary region at

relevant tokamak data, as defined in Section 3.6.2.

4.3. Applications

Adopting the values cv = 1.3, 8 - Ö.7, I, - 10 K and A * 1 being

relevant to most tokamak fxr.yriir,cnto at dnns:itie* not too far from the experi-

mentally observed lirait, we have Cr - .'i.A * 10 A 'in "' . The corresponding

stability limit is given by • ht 1 vrie in '••'.»_:.2.

•4.2.1 Ps?rforrac«f Exr-er:• ;ner.ls

Aroot;g sc fe v ptrriorinetj exptriwonts, tbc -J^ta from References /.I ,A-2ll hav;

been plotttd in Fig,z. It :'.? seer, that the Maximum values or n obtained as a

function of j *R are close to the .stability lirait given by condition (38).

4.3.2,

The data ol some f ut.urt- large tckanwrV devices £> ,30,33,7 and the corresponding

density limts are shown in Table '. . According to the table, the expected maximum

average densities il should pot. coiFfe into conflict with the present calculated

limit n • However, further discussions are neceseary concerning the assumed

conditions of the outer plasma layers, in the models used to estimate the beta

values in these devices.
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4.4. The Influence of the Profile Shapes and the Heat Balance on

the Density Limit

The driving force of the present hslloaning mode is due to the pressure

gradient contribution p't-v i-n ft*e outer plasma layers. As seen from Eq. (27),

the major cause for the steepening of the plasma pressure gradient at increasing
—• . i i — 2

densities n is due to the de.pendence j?'j«n . This dependence is a

consequence oi the pl.isma-no-itral gas particle and momentum balance given

by Eqs. (l)-(6). There ia also a dependence cf the beat balance as describe.fi

in Sections 3.2 and 4.2. Thus, the heat balance will affect the plasma profile

shapes, as represented by the profile factors 8 and c, of Eqs. (21)

and (25), and by the temperature dependent parts of expression (39).

The range of variation of 6 and c, is within a factor o£ two, and

the factor C of Eq. U>9) is also a slow function of 'f, . Consequently

there is an uncertainty in the absolute value of C and in the critical
n

density n oi expression (3&;, being of the order of a factor of two, and

being caused by the uncertainties in the profile shapes. The uncertainty in

C is, however, relatively small as compared to the range of variation of

possible plasma densities n, as demonstrated e.g. by Fig.2.

It should finally be observed that, for an arbitrary value of the factor

in Eq. (12), only the exponential factor in Eq. (26) becomes replaced by

expjj(x/L ) J. Then Eq. (27) is unchanged if we put x = L when estimating

£., . Thus, the density limit given by expressions (38) and (39) does not

become affected by moderately la:je deviations of it from the value a * 1.
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5. Future Possibiliti.es

With the present stability criterion as a constraint, we finally investigate

the paramete ranges of tokamaks satisfying the Lavson criterion

(41)

20 3
where c 3 10 s/m for the DT-reaction. For this purpose the aspect ratio

A • R/a and the q-value at the limiter, q - 2B /\i Rj , are introduced.
r* £t z o %

Further, Alcator-scaling of the energy confinement time is adopted, i.e.

(42)

with c s 3.6 * l(f21m ^s /£}.
n

Foi. n - n expressions (38), (41) and (42) combine to

a

n = A ( c V r A a ? ) ( c . / c , ) l / 2 (44)
n z o r a A h ^ '

Wt now turn to a model it» which the density d i s t r i bu t ion i s given by
2

Eq. (12) with "2 «• 1 ami the tejEpura^ure d i s t r i bu t ion becomes T/T = exp(-4? ")

with f- = r /a and n -- a /2 , thus b«ic.g a i n i l a r to observed p rof i l e s in

Al.CATOR-C 0\J- "!!•€- he-i'. co"t-:-'.t JJ" thv piarrDa colunn -^ r unit Length of the

present, model is tVu;n givsn by

o - . : - - / i }J (45)



and the Ohmic heating power per unit length by

(46)

where 6n - J

The discussion is restricted to Ohmic heating only. In a steady state the

energy containment time can then be expressed in terns of Eqs. (45) and (46),

yielding

(47)

Combination of expressions (38), (41), (43), (44) and (47) finally leads to

2 S/?
lb kncCLer/3kCnArTo

(49)

\

K

Va
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The parameter ranges obtained from Eqs. (48)-(53) for A » 1, A " 2 ,

qa - 2, k - 65Q and 107 K < TQ < 10
8 K are illustrated in Fig.3. for

6 * 1 (i.e. Z ,, « 1) and in Fig.4 for 6 * 4. In all these cases the average

ion Lannor radius at T » T becomes smaller than a.
o

From Figs. 3a and 4a is seen that stability with respect to the ballooning

mode can be achieved at increasing temperatures by decreasing the minor radius,

even if chis leads to an increased pressure gradient. This is explained by

the fact that the connection length scales as LB « a « 1/T , the average

current density as j « I/a *" « T ^ an<j tfte right-hand member of expression

(38) as j yTT « I/a. The decreasing connection length thus favours stability.

z

As a special example we choose the temperature T • 2 * 10 K, being

a little below the ignition value 4.7 * 1(K K cf the DT--reaction. Then

a =• 0.06 m, R - 0.12 m, n = 2.8 * 1021nf3, &2 - 3.5 tesla, J - 0.27 MA,

$ * 0.79 V, <J> J = 0.21 MW and J * 2? MA./m?" for 8 » 1. The wall load
Z Z H Z 6 ?
due to the Ohroic power input becomes 0.73 * 10 W/ni .

If the present a-«:*.ujnp;:iori,« holJ true, cot-difions neai ignition should thus

become realizable in tokamaks by ohnuc baating alone. This conclusion is similar

to an earlier proposal by Coppi for an ignition device with magnetic field

strengths in the nulti-JOO-kG range {2.2,52}, but in this paper the subsidiary

condition of alpha particle containment is not being imposed. According to the

present results, conditions near ignition cap be reached in small-size tokanaks,

even at moderate magnetic field strengths and currents below the Pease limit C^J •

provided that the current density j can be increased to quite a high level.

if the losses would become larger than those estimated from the scaling law (42),

auxiliary heating may still make it possible to reach high temperatures T .

The relatively small dimensions may cause wall-load and plasma-wall interaction

problems, as well as technical problems concerning the generation of a large

current J and a strong field B . Possibly toroidal air coils could be

placed around the torus, instead of using ar. iron-core transformer.
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6. Conclusions

The results of this paper can he summarized as follows:

(I) Under the conditions of so far performed tokamak experiments, the plasma

pressure gradient is due tc three contributions, one from the pinch

effect of tht current along the plasma column, one from the Nernst effect,

and one from the current associated with the plasma-neutral gas balance

and particle diffusion, la the outer plasma layers, the last contribution

becomes the dominating one when approaching the experimentally observed

density limit.

(ii) In all tokaraak experiments below the observed density limit, the neutral

gas penetrates into a substantial fraction of the plasma body.

(ii)During a quasi-steady state, and at parameter data relevant to experiments,

the neutral density at the plasma boundary (limiter) becomes several

orders of magnitude less than the average plasma density. Still this

low concentration of neutral gas becomes sufficient to establish the

ionization and diffusion balance which determines the plasma pressure

gradient in the outer layers near the density limit.

(iv) As pointed out earlier, the pressure gradient in the regions of "bad"

curvature of the outer layers can drive a ballooning instability which

limits the plasma density as well as the beta value /257- From the

present analysis of the plasma-neutral gas balance, an explicit expression

has been derived for the corresponding stability limit. According to this

criterion, the critical density n becomes proportional to J /%

where j is the average current density and R the major radius.

Further n becomes independent of the toroidal magnetic field strength

and the effective resistivity which can become associated with anomalous

transport phenomena, and nr is only a slow function of the temperature

and particle mass number. This analysis applies to situations where

relevant q-values have been chosen.

(v) The deduced density limit agrees with so far performed tokarnak experiments,

within the limits of variation of the assumed profile shapes. It is

closely related to the empirical Murakami limit. In cases where

auxiliary heating does not affect the temperature and density gradients

in the outer layers, a resulting peaking of the density at the centre

of the plasma could produce a moderate increase in the limit of the
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average density, being of the order of a factor of two.

(vi) There are other instabilities which under certain conditions nay put

additional restrictions to the regime of stable tokanak operation.

However, if the present analysis holds true and determines the essential

limiting factor also within wider ranges of parameter space, its

combination with Alcator-scaling of the energy containment time t_

opens up nev possibilities for tokamak experiments. Thus, there are

indications that temperatures near the ignition level and near the

value nT£ of the Lawson criterion for the DT-reaction can be reached

in small-scale tokamaks with Ohaic heating alone. This is predicted to

become possible at realistic magnetic field strengths and plasms currents

below the Pease limit, provided that high current densities can be

achieved. In this connection there are problems to be further investi-

gated, such as those concerning auxiliary heating, the influence of

impurities due to plasma-wall interaction, a high wall-loading, and the

generation of large currents and strong magnetic fields in devices of

comparatively small size.

(vii) The present proposal of small-scale tokamak experiments near the

ignition level of the Lawson parameter nt_ and the temperature T is

less ambitious than that of Coppi £32/, in the sense that alpha particle

containment is not being aimed at. Still such small-scale experiments

should demonstrate several ox the important plasma features under ignition

conditions, and they may also be used as strong neutron sources.

(viii) In principle, the present deductions of the density limit should also

become applicable to etellarators and some other confinement schemes,

but a detailed analysis of these is out of the scope of this paper.

Stockholm, December 5, 1982
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Table 1. Planned maximum average density n and deduced density limit

n of some future tokamak experiments, having an average

minor radius a.

Device and
reference

JET £Q

FED-INTOR Z.3Q7

TNS / 3 l 7

GA

ORNL

a

(m)

1.62

1.52

1.55

1.52

R

(m)

2.96

5.2

3.0

5.0

J -irS27a z
(MA)

3.0

6.4

11.4

4.3

n

<nf3)

l.OxlO20

1.4xlO20

1.9xlO20

1.3xl020

(m-3)

2.6xl020

6.8xl020

8.9xlO20

4.5xl020

i

n/n c

0.38

0.21

0.21

0.29
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Figure Captions

Fig.l. Straight cylinder model of a tokamak plasma cross section having the

magnetic axis at r • 0 and the limiter at r « a. The figure gives a

qualitative outline of the distributions of plasma density n, plasma

temperature T, and neutral gas density n . The penetration length of

neutrals is denoted by L , the average temperature in the outer layers

by T, , and n. denotes the plasma density corresponding to the "border"

inside of which there is negligible neutral gas interaction.

Fig.2. Maximum average plasma density n as a function of the quantity

J /R defined by the average current density j and the major radius
Z • Z

R of tokamaks. The marks refer to a number of experiments reported so

far /I,4-21?. The line indicates the deduced stability limit given by

condition (38) for c. * 1.3, 9 •= 0.7, TV - 106K and A - 1.
b n b

Fig.3. Estimated data of tokamake at the value of nx_ given by the Lawson

criterion for the DT-reaction, under the assumption of Alcator scaling

and for A - 1, A » 2 , 8 - 1 , q - 2 . Ohmic heating is the only

energy source, (a) Miuor radius a, average density TT, and average current

density J as functions of maximum temperature T . (b) Toroidal
current J . toroidal field B_ and plasma loop voltage é as functiona z z
of T .

Fig.4. Same as Fig.3, but with 6 • 4.
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ON THE DENSITY LIMIT OF TOKAMAKS
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Under the conditions of so far performed quasi-steady tokamak experiments

near the density limit, the plasma pressure gradient in the outer layers of

the plasma body becomes mainly determined by the plasma-neutral gas balance.

An earlier analysis of ballooning instabilities driven by this gradient in

regions of "bad" curvature has been extended to deduce an explicit stability

criterion which determines the density limit. This criterion is closely related

to the empirical Murakami limit. At relevant tokarnak data, the deduced limit

becomes proportional to J /K where J is the average current density and

R the major plasma radius. It is further found to be independent of the toroidal

magnetic field strength and anomalous transport, as well as to be a slov

function of the outer layer temperature and the mass number. The deduced stability

criterion is consistent with so far performed experiments.

Provided that the present analysis can be extrapolated to a wider range

of parameter data and be combined with Alcator scaling, conditions near ignition

appear to become realizable in »mill tokamaks by ohric heating alone. These

conditions can be satisfied at relevant magnetic field strengths and plasma

currents, by imposing a high plasma current density.

Key words; Plasma neutral gae interaction, ballooning instability,

density limit.


